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1. Introduction
The motivation of the work reviewed in this article lies in two recent experimental inputs.
Firstly, the initial run of the LHC did not give evidence for supersymmetry. However, most ap-
proaches in string phenomenology have focused on designing models with a low supersymmetry
breaking scale of around 1 TeV in the observable sector. In fact, TeV scale supersymmetry breaking
was used to fix the other mass scales relevant in string theory compactification, such as the string
scale itself or the Kaluza-Klein scale. Thus, having a large hierarchy relative to the Planck scale of
around 15 orders of magnitude, exponential hierarchies seemed to be a very natural starting point.
This was achieved, for instance, in the KKLT [1] or in the large volume scenario [2, 3] by utilizing
non-perturbative contributions to the superpotential coming from instantons or gaugino conden-
sates. Since string theory generically only predicts supersymmetry to be present at the string scale,
in general there is no model independent prediction for the supersymmetry breaking scale in the
observable standard model (SM) like sector. Thus, one can also contemplate a scheme of moduli
stabilization, in which the susy breaking scale comes out much higher than the TeV scale.
Secondly, in March 2014 the BICEP2 collaboration announced the detection of primordial B-
modes with a remarkably large tensor-to-scalar ratio of r∼ 0.2. Although meanwhile this effect was
clarified to be mainly induced by foreground dust, it motivated much research in string cosmology.
So far, most string inspired models of inflation predicted lower tensor-to-scalar ratios. For a ratio
of r > 0.01 the Lyth bound [4] implies that the inflaton has to run over trans-Planckian field ranges,
hence making the process highly UV sensitive. Therefore, string theory as a UV complete theory
of gravity provides a well defined framework to discuss high scale inflation.
In particular, to forbid higher order Planck suppressed operators in the inflaton action, one can
employ a pseudo-scalar field with a continuous shift symmetry, called an axion. This approach
is especially appealing for string theory in which axions appear naturally from compactifying p-
forms to four dimensions. There are two important classes of models for axionic inflation in string
theory. The first uses the periodic cosine potential [5] generically generated by instantons, possibly
with more than one axion to enlarge the field range [6, 7]. There is an ongoing debate in the
literature whether it is possible to have a trans-Planckian field range in these models. They face
some challenges in being consistent with the weak gravity conjecture [8]. In our work we focus on a
second approach that uses a controlled weak breaking of the axionic shift symmetry [9]. The cosine
potential from the instanton is still present but over every period the potential energy increases by
a certain amount. The cosine potential is therefore only a modulation on top of the potential that
drives inflation. This ansatz is called axion monodromy inflation and was introduced in the stringy
context [10].
One mechanism to generate a polynomial potential for axion monodromy inflation is to turn
on background fluxes generating a tree-level F-term scalar potential [11–13], see also [14–23] and
for reviews [24, 25]. For other attempts to realize axion monodromy inflation in string theory
see e.g. [26, 27]. Turning on fluxes has the advantage that the same mechanism generating the
axion potential also stabilizes the other moduli and breaks supersymmetry. One starts with e.g.
an orientifolded Calabi-Yau compactification of the 10-dimensional type IIA or type IIB theory
giving rise to a four dimensional N = 1 supergravity theory with usually plenty of massless scalar
fields and axions, altogether called moduli. This geometry is then perturbed by turning on vacuum
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expectation values of the field strengths on the Calabi-Yau. These “fluxes” induce a polynomial
potential for scalar fields giving them a mass. The BICEP2 results and the so far not detected non-
gaussianities would have favored a model of chaotic inflation with a single scalar field governed
by a purely quadratic potential. In this case, the potential energy during inflation is Minf ∼ 1016
GeV, the Hubble-scale during inflation is Hinf ∼ 1014 GeV and the inflaton mass is Mθ ∼ 1013
GeV. In order to use an effective supergravity approach, the string scale Ms and the Kaluza-Klein
scale MKK must lie above all these scales. Moreover, the other moduli masses should lie above
the Hubble scale to guarantee a model of single field inflation. Therefore, altogether we have the
ordered hierarchy of mass scales
MPl > Ms > MKK > Minf ∼ Mmod > Hinf > Mθ , (1.1)
where neighboring scales can differ only by a factor of O(10). This is obviously a major challenge
for concrete string model building and it requires a scheme of moduli stabilization with mass scales
closer to the GUT scale than to the TeV scale. Of course this could happen just by a numerical
coincidence, but parametrically controlling this hierarchy would be more desirable. The first chal-
lenge is to get only one axion lighter than the other moduli. This is difficult, as usually the axions
are paired together with another scalar, the so-called saxion, into a complex scalar. After moduli
stabilization, i.e. at the minimum of the scalar potential, usually the masses turn out to be of the
same order and especially to separate the mass of the inflaton from its saxionic partner is expected
to be difficult to achieve.
To address this question we follow a procedure developed by some of the authors in [12, 28].
In a first step one uses large fluxes to stabilize all moduli except a single axion, which will be the
inflaton candidate. In the second step one stays in the minimum and turns on additional fluxes of
O(1) to stabilize the remaining axion which is then parametrically lighter than the rest. Potential
issues are that the existing minimum can be destabilized by the additional fluxes, and that the large
fluxes backreact onto the geometry. In the original papers [12,28], examples were constructed that
indeed satisfy these criteria. However, in these models the Kähler moduli were initially neglected,
and only stabilized in a second step by subleading effects coming from exponentially suppressed
instanton corrections. The masses of these Kähler moduli are therefore generically lighter than the
tree-level induced inflaton mass. A problem in these constructions is that the fluxes cannot be tuned
arbitrarily small due to quantization conditions. However, this constraint can be evaded as we will
explain.
To recapitulate, both the possibility of having a higher scale of supersymmetry breaking and a
large tensor-to-scalar ratio with high scale inflation, motivated us in [29] to consider a parametri-
cally controlled scheme of moduli stabilization where only polynomial hierarchies appear. For this
purpose, all moduli including the Kähler moduli should be stabilized at a high scale by a tree-level
flux induced potential. For the complex structure moduli and the axio-dilaton it is well known
how to achieve this in type IIB string theory with the usual geometric fluxes, namely the H = dB
flux corresponding to the Kalb-Ramond B field, the Ramond-Ramond three-form flux F(3), and
the geometric flux F which encodes deformation of the background metric. However, to stabilize
the Kähler moduli at tree-level we need to turn on also non-geometric Q- and R-fluxes. The latter
can arise when applying T-duality transformations to a background with the geometric H and F
fluxes [30].
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Figure 1: A picture of a non-geometric T-fold where T-dualities with their characteristic inversion of the
radius can be used as transition functions. A global description as a manifold fails on a T-fold. When a string
passes the step its momentum becomes winding. Thus a propagating string becomes a wounded string as
depicted.
T-duality is a purely stringy symmetry which inverts the volume in a chosen isometry direc-
tion and interchanges the momentum with the winding number of the string. For non-geometric
backgrounds not only geometric transition functions such as diffeomorphisms and gauge transfor-
mations are allowed, but also T-duality- and β -transformations. These transformations mix the
metric and the B-field. Due to the inversion of the volume and the mixing of metric and B-field
when going from one patch to another, a smooth geometric description of a manifold fails. On the
T-fold where only the Q-flux is turned on, a local description with a metric is still possible and only
the global transition functions are non-geometric [31]. An illustration of the prototype example is
shown in figure 1. The nature of the R-flux backgrounds is less clear, as it arises from a usually
forbidden T-duality in a non-isometry direction. The R-flux was first argued for using duality ar-
guments between the T-dual IIA and IIB theory and becomes necessary for writing down a duality
invariant superpotential [30]. Is it expected that here even a local geometric description fails and
that the space becomes non-associative [32–34].
Since we are going to employ non-geometric fluxes for our models, we would like to mention
the following known issues:
• For moduli stabilization we work in the effective four-dimensional supergravity theory. From
the four-dimensional point of view, our solutions are completely unambiguous. Usually,
when finding solutions to the four-dimensional theory one hopes that this points towards
genuine solutions of the full ten-dimensional theory. As shown by some of the authors in
[35], the ten-dimensional theory behind our setup is not the standard IIB supergravity, but
double field theory (DFT) [36–39]. More concretely, the scalar potential we are using results
from an orientifold projection of DFT compactified on a Calabi-Yau manifold equipped with
constant (non-)geometric fluxes. This scalar potential is nothing else than the orientifolded
potential of N = 2 gauged supergravity (GSUGRA). Although derived from string theory,
the uplift of solutions of double field theory to string theory is only guaranteed for solutions
obeying a section condition. But double field theory with this section condition reduces
to the NS-NS part of the superstring which does not contain non-geometric fluxes. There
are attempts to relax this section condition [40, 41] but we cannot assert that every solution
constructed here uplifts to string theory.
• In non-geometric backgrounds large and small volumes are identified. This makes it difficult
to define a Kaluza-Klein scale, which explicitly depends on the volume, and to determine
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whether this scale separates from the moduli scale especially as the difference should be
only of O(1). We will nonetheless calculate the KK scale with the traditional formula. We
take the point of view that the fluxes we are turning on are only a small correction to the
existing geometry.
Keeping in mind these questions, we studied the vacuum structure of the scalar potential. In
order to work with a small number of moduli, we were not careful about the specification of a
concrete CY geometry and orientifold projection, but only assumed the existence of manifold with
the required topological data. Having parametrically controlled axion F-term monodromy inflation
as the ultimate goal, we headed for a subclass of models where the following aspects are realized:
• The vacua should be tachyon free, so that after uplifting they can lead to metastable de Sitter
vacua.
• There exists a no-go theorem [42] which states that in a supersymmetric vacuum, when an ax-
ion is completely unstabilized, its saxionic partner is either massless or tachyonic. Since we
usually leave one axion initially unstabilized for an eventual inflaton candidate, we searched
for non-supersymmetric vacua.
• The moduli should be stabilized in their perturbative regime, thus at large radius, large com-
plex structure and weak string coupling.
• All saxionic moduli should be stabilized with axions providing candidates for the inflaton.
• The moduli masses are smaller than the string and the Kaluza-Klein scale.
This proceedings article is organized as follows. In section 2 we describe the setup of our
models. We comment on the ten-dimensional double field theory origin and on the reduced theory
in four dimensions. In section 3 we present a concrete toy model which exemplifies the features
of our class of models. We also comment on phenomenological aspects such as the hierarchies,
tachyon uplift, sequestering and de Sitter uplift. Section 4 is dedicated to inflation. We first discuss
how to gain parametric control over an axions mass by using the two step procedure described
above. Then, we take the toy model of section 3 and investigate inflation in just one step. Section
5 contains a summary and conclusions. This review article is based on the recent publications
[12, 29, 35, 43, 44].
2. The setup of orientifoldedN = 2 GSUGRA
To obtain an effective four-dimensional string theory it is necessary to compactify six dimen-
sions. These six internal dimensions are specified by their geometry, and by the expectation values
of the various field strengths of the theory – the so-called fluxes. These parameters determine the
physics in the effective four dimensional field theory. In type IIB string theory, the closed-string
fluxes are given by the Neveu-Schwarz–Neveu-Schwarz (NS-NS) field strength H = dB, the so-
called geometric flux F , and the Ramond-Ramond (R-R) flux F(3). However, it has been argued
via T-duality that also non-geometric fluxes Q and R can be present [30]. In ordinary string theory
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it is not known how to consistently describe geometric and non-geometric fluxes in a unified way;
double field theory (DFT) on the other hand provides such a framework.
The main idea of double field theory is to double the number of space-time coordinates by
extending the D usual coordinates by D so-called winding coordinates [36–39]. On such a space
it is possible to formulate a generalized gravity theory that is manifestly O(D,D) invariant and
covariant with respect to generalized diffeomorphisms. In particular, T-duality is now a manifest
symmetry as it is part of the O(D,D) symmetry group. For closure of the symmetries and consis-
tency of the theory, one is forced to require a so-called section- or strong-constraint that effectively
projects the doubled 2D dimensional space onto a D dimensional slice. Eliminating in this manner
the winding coordinates one gets back the supergravity theory.
The connection between DFT and gauged supergravity has first been made in [45, 46], where
it has been shown that compactification of DFT on a fluxed six-torus leads toN = 4 gauged super-
gravity in four dimensions. In the framework of generalized geometry also fluxed CY manifolds
with SU(3)×SU(3) structure were considered [47–49]. In the recent work [35] DFT was compact-
ified on fluxed Calabi-Yau (CY) three-folds, which result in gauged N = 2 supergravity theories
in four dimensions. There it was shown that the DFT Lagrangian in the flux formulation can be
expressed on a fluxed CY in the following way
?LNSNS =−e−2φ
[
1
2
χ ∧?χ + 1
2
Ψ∧?Ψ
−1
4
(
Ω3∧χ
)∧?(Ω3∧χ)− 14 (Ω3∧χ)∧?(Ω3∧χ)
]
,
(2.1)
where χ = DeiJ and Ψ = DΩ3. Here J and Ω3 are the Kähler and holomorphic three-form of
the Calabi-Yau three-fold, and D denotes a twisted differential that involves all geometric and
non-geometric fluxes. The latter is defined as
D= d−H∧ −F◦ −Q• −Rx , (2.2)
in which the flux orbits [50] are given by (see also [51])
Hi jk = Hi jk +3Fm[i j Bmk]+3Q[i
mnBm j Bnk]+R
mnpBm[i Bn j Bpk] ,
Fi jk = F i jk +2Q[ j
mi Bmk]+R
mniBm[ j Bnk] ,
Qk
i j = Qki j +Rmi jBmk ,
Ri jk = Ri jk ,
(2.3)
where Bi j are the components of the Kalb-Ramond field along the internal manifold. These tensor
fields can be regarded as operators acting on differential forms. In particular, employing a local
basis {dxi} and the contraction ιi satisfying ιi dx j = δ ji , this action can be implemented by
H∧ = 13! Hi jk dxi ∧ dx j ∧ dxk ,
F ◦ = 12! Fki j dxi ∧ dx j ∧ ιk ,
Q• = 12! Qi jk dxi ∧ ι j ∧ ιk ,
Rx = 13! Ri jk ιi ∧ ι j ∧ ιk .
(2.4)
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Since the Lagrangian (2.1) does not contain the unknown metric of the CY explicitly, but only in
combinations that can be expressed in terms of the complex structure and Kähler moduli, integra-
tion over the internal coordinates was straightforward. This led precisely to the form of the scalar
potential ofN = 2 gauged supergravity, as it was expressed in [52].
As mentioned above, compactifications on Calabi-Yau three-folds preserve N = 2 super-
symmetry in four dimensions. In order to obtain an N = 1 theory, one performs an orientifold
projection under which part of the fields in the theory are projected out. For definiteness, here we
choose the projection such that it leads to orientifold three- and seven-planes. The remaining fields
in the Kähler moduli sector can be expressed as
S = e−φ − iC(0) := s+ ic ,
Ga = Sba+ ica ,
Tα = τα + iρα − i2 καab c
abb− 1
4
eφ καab Ga(G+G)b ,
(2.5)
where φ is the dilaton, C(0) denotes the R-R zero-form potential, and καβγ and καab are triple inter-
section numbers of the Calabi-Yau manifoldX . Furthermore, tα , ca and ba are the components of
the Kähler form, C(2) and B along the internal space; ρα are the corresponding components of C(4)
and τα = 12 καβγ t
β tγ . The indices label elements in the orientifold-even and -odd cohomologies as
α = 1, . . . ,h1,1+ and a= 1, . . . ,h
1,1
− , and in the following we denote two-forms and four-forms on the
Calabi-Yau three-foldX by ω? and ω˜?. For later reference, we also arrange the moduli fields into
an even complex multi-form as
Φevc = iS− iGaωa− iTα ω˜α . (2.6)
Turning to the complex-structure moduli sector, we mention that the holomorphic three-form Ω3 ∈
H3−(X ) can be expanded as
Ω3 = Xλαλ −Fλ β λ , (2.7)
where λ = 0, . . . ,h2,1− and {αλ ,β λ} denotes a symplectic basis. Note that the periods Fλ = ∂F/∂Xλ
depend on Xλ via a holomorphic prepotential that in the large complex structure regime takes
the simple form F = di jkX
iX jXk
X0 . In general the prepotential is subject to perturbative and non-
perturbative corrections, which take the general form (see for instance [53])
F˜ = F +
1
2
ai jX iX j +biX iX0+
1
2
iγ
(
X0
)2
+Finst. , (2.8)
where the constants ai j and bi are rational numbers, while γ is real. Moreover, the complex-
structure moduli are given by
U i = vi+ iui =−i X
i
X0
, i = 1, . . . ,h2,1− . (2.9)
The four-dimensional N = 1 theory after the orientifold projection is described by the following
Kähler potential [54]
K =− log[S+S]−2logV − log[ i∫
X
Ω∧Ω
]
, (2.10)
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where V = 13! καβγ t
αtβ tγ denotes the volume of the Calabi-Yau three-fold in Einstein frame. The
superpotential in the presence of R-R three-form flux F(3) and general NS-NS fluxes can be written
as [30] (see also [29, 55–60])
W =
∫
X
(
F(3)+DΦevc
)
∧Ω3 , (2.11)
with the following form of the twisted differential D
D = d−H ∧ −F ◦ −Q• −Rx . (2.12)
Expanding the forms in the bases introduced above and integrating, gives a more accessible form
of the superpotential
W =− (fλXλ − f˜λFλ)+ iS(hλXλ − h˜λFλ)
+ iGa
(
fλ aX
λ − f˜ λ aFλ
)− iTα(qλ αXλ − q˜λ αFλ) . (2.13)
The parameters fλ , f˜λ , h˜λ , fλ a, f˜ λ a, qλ α and q˜λ α are the components of the fluxes in (2.11)
and (2.12), see [29] for precise definitions. These fluxes are subject to Bianchi identities arising
from the nilpotency condition D2 = 0. The R-flux does not appear in W as it is eliminated by the
orientifold projection. The non-geometric fluxes qλ α and q˜λ α enter only in the last line and make
it possible to stabilize the Kähler moduli Tα at tree-level.
With the superpotential and the Kähler potential at hand we can compute the F-term scalar
potential
VF =
M4Pl
4pi
eK
(
KIJDIWDJW −3
∣∣W ∣∣2) , (2.14)
where KIJ = ∂I∂J K and DIW = ∂IW +(∂IK)W , and the indices run over the moduli fields. As is
well known, the supersymmetric vacua of this scalar potential are determined by FI = DIW = 0
which implies ∂IV = 0. It was shown in [35] that the orientifold projected potential of N = 2
GSUGRA splits into three terms
V =VF +VD+V NStad , (2.15)
where VF is precisely the F-term scalar potential (2.14). V NStad is the NS-NS tadpole that will be
canceled against the tension of branes and orientifold planes, once R-R tadpole cancellation is
taken into account. VD is an additional D-term potential [61] that results from the abelian gauge
fields for h2,1+ > 0 and takes the form
VD =−M
4
Pl
2
[
(ImN )−1
]λˆ σˆ
Dλˆ Dσˆ , (2.16)
with
Dλˆ =
1
V
[
−rλˆ
(
eφV − 12 καab tαbabb
)
−qλˆ aκaαb tαbb+ fλˆα tα
]
. (2.17)
HereNλˆ σˆ are the period matrix elements with σˆ , λˆ = 1, . . . ,h
2,1
+ . The potential contains R-flux rλˆ ,
Q-flux qλˆ
a and geometric flux fλˆα .
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Finally, let us provide the expressions for the various mass scales. The string and KK scale are
Ms =
√
piMPl
s
1
4 V
1
2
, MKK =
MPl√
4pi V
2
3
. (2.18)
It is also useful to introduce the gravitino mass, which can be used to estimate the supersymmetry
breaking scale. This mass is given by
M23
2
= eK |W |2 M
2
Pl
4pi
. (2.19)
In these expressions it is understood that the moduli VEVs, as well as K and W , are evaluated at
the minimum.
3. The flux scaling scenario and its phenomenology
Utilizing the structure reviewed in the last section, we now present the flux-scaling scenario
for moduli stabilization introduced in [29]. One important result of this work is that by turning on
n+1 fluxes for n moduli, an F-term scalar potential that admits non-supersymmetric AdS minima
of scaling type is induced. Scaling means that in these minima the moduli vacuum expectation
values (VEVs) and masses are determined by ratios of products of fluxes, thereby leading to para-
metric control of these quantities. This is crucial to ensure that the moduli are stabilized in their
perturbative regime while the moduli masses are separated from the string and Kaluza-Klein scales.
In this way the self-consistency of the moduli stabilization scheme can be justified.
To illustrate the main features of the flux-scaling minima we present in some detail a simple
prototype. We then discuss some general physical and phenomenological properties of these types
of models.
3.1 Flux Scaling Vacua
We start by considering a representative example in which the underlying geometry is an
isotropic torus with fixed complex structure, and where the orientifold projection is chosen such
that h1,1− = 0. This implies that the U and Ga moduli are absent. The remaining moduli are the axio-
dilaton S = s+ ic and one Kähler modulus T = τ + iρ . The imaginary parts c and ρ are axions,
while s and τ denote the saxions. Note that s = e−φ gives the string coupling whereas τ = V
2
3
encodes the volume of the isotropic torus. The Kähler potential for this geometry is
K =− log(S+S)−3 log(T +T ) , (3.1)
and for the superpotential we choose
W = i f+ ihS+ iqT . (3.2)
Since all moduli appear in the superpotential, we can stabilize them at tree-level without invoking
subleading instanton-, gaugino- or α ′-corrections, as it is needed for instance in the KKLT [1]
or the large volume scenario [2]. Next, notice that W only depends on the axionic combination
9
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solution (s,τ,θ) susy tachyons Λ
1 (− f2h ,− 3f2q ,0) yes yes AdS
2 ( f8h ,
3f
8q ,0) no yes AdS
3 (− fh ,− 6f5q ,0) no no AdS
Table 1: Extrema of the scalar potential in the prototype example.
θ = hc+ qρ and not on the orthogonal one. To gain further intuition, let us first investigate the
supersymmetric vacuum with DIW = 0. Schematically the moduli are fixed as
θ = hc+qρ = 0, ihs∼W, iqτ ∼W . (3.3)
Plugging this back into (3.2) then determines each term to scale individually as W ∼ if, so that
s ∼ fh and τ ∼ fq . This scaling holds in all minima of this model and is the defining property of
the class of flux-scaling vacua. At the minimum there is an overall flux dependence dictated by the
superpotential W . This then fixes all interesting physical parameters. Concretely:
• the flux dependence of the moduli, here s∼ fh and τ ∼ fq ,
• the (negative) cosmological constant V ∼ eK |W |2 ∼−hq3
f2
,
• the moduli masses M2mod ∼ (∂∂K)−1∂∂V ∼V ,
• the supersymmetry breaking scale M 3
2
∼ e K2 |W | ∼Mmod,
• the string scale Ms ∼ s− 14V − 12 ∼ h
1
4 q
3
4
f ,
• and the Kaluza-Klein scale MKK ∼ V − 23 ∼ qf .
In table 3.1 we display all minima of the model, where the sign of the R-R flux f has to be chosen
such that the saxions come out positive. There is indeed a fully stable non-supersymmetric AdS
vacuum for which the masses are
M2mod,i = µi
hq3
f˜2
M2Pl
4pi ·24 , (3.4)
with the numerical values
µi ≈ (6.2,1.7; 3.4,0) . (3.5)
The first (last) two masses correspond to combinations of saxions (axions). Let us now summarize
the physical aspects of these flux-scaling minima.
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• We gain control over string loop and α ′-corrections by an appropriate choice of the vacuum
expectation values of the saxions. Flux-scaling minima allow to choose them in the large
volume, large complex structure and weak string coupling regime. In our example the VEVs
are given by e−φ = s∼ fh and V
2
3 = τ ∼ fq . Hence, for f > h, q, we are in the desired region
of control.
• Due to massless axions, the supersymmetric AdS vacua of flux-scaling type contain tachyons
as predicted by the aforementioned no-go theorem [42]. Nevertheless, also stable AdS vacua
are present with supersymmetry broken at a high scale M 3
2
∼Mmod. Choosing the saxions in
the physical regime, the vacua are always AdS.
• All masses have the same flux dependence. The original goal to get parametric control over
an axion mass to make it lighter for axion monodromy inflation is therefore not yet reached,
although in many models an axion was numerically lighter than the other moduli.
• As explained in the introduction, the hierarchy
MPl > Ms > MKK > Mmod (3.6)
among the Planck-scale, the string-scale, the Kaluza-Klein-scale and the moduli masses must
hold as otherwise the massive KK and string modes cannot be integrated out. Recall that all
scales should differ by only a factor of O(10), which makes this a difficult task. In our
prototype example the KK scale comes out to be of the same order as the moduli masses.
However, in [29] models were designed where the hierarchy (3.6) could be realized.
• The gravitino mass M 3
2
is always of the same order as the moduli masses M 3
2
∼Mmod. For
moderate values of the fluxes, we therefore have a high supersymmetry breaking scale at
around 1014-1015GeV. To lower the supersymmetry breaking scale in the visible Standard-
model sector, it has to be sequestered from the bulk. Realizing the SM on a stack of D7-
branes wrapping a four-cycle, the auxiliary field residing in the same superfield must satisfy
FSM = 0. Then the expectation is that the dominant source of susy breaking is anomaly
mediation leading generically to a further suppression by a loop-factor so that one gets soft
terms in the intermediate regime of 1011 GeV.
• Usually in the given framework the fluxes are considered as a perturbation around a Calabi-
Yau background. To make this self-consistent, the backreaction of the fluxes onto the geome-
try must be under control. In case of only NS-NS and R-R three-form fluxes the backreaction
leads to a warp factor [62]. The backreaction is diluted in the large volume limit which can
be taken due to the non-stabilization of the Kähler moduli. We showed that non-geometric
fluxes have a backreaction of O(1) while not being substantially large. Although not ruled
out, the minima are therefore on less firm ground than purely geometric vacua.
• In most vacua, the tadpole contribution of the fluxes is negative. This is in agreement with an
earlier analysis in the T-dual type IIA setup [56, 63, 64]. The tadpoles can then be canceled
by D3- or D7-branes instead of O3- and O7-planes.
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3.2 Tachyon Uplift
In models with a larger number of moduli, extrema often have tachyonic directions. For the
Kähler moduli sector we were able to find a natural mechanism to lift theses directions using a
stack of N D7-branes wrapping an internal four-cycle Σ. These branes carry a U(N) gauge flux
whose U(1)⊂U(N) part contributes a Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) D-term to the scalar potential
VD =
M4Pl
2Re( f )
ξ 2 , ξ =
1
V
∫
Σ
J∧ c1(L). (3.7)
Here V is the internal Volume, J is the Kähler form and c1(L) is the first Chern-class of the U(1)
line bundle, namely its field strength tensor F . For D7-branes the gauge kinetic function f is given
by f = T +χS with the instanton number χ = 14pi
∫
F ∧F .
From the Stückelberg mass term for the gauge field on the D7-brane one can derive the gaug-
ing of the axionic shift symmetries. Since the superpotential does contain the axions, its gauge
invariance leads to conditions on the allowed closed string fluxes, if magnetized D7-branes are
present, as well. They can be considered as generalized Freed-Witten anomaly conditions. These
conditions imply a simplification of the above FI-term so that it vanishes not only in the supersym-
metric minimum, as expected, but also in the nearly stable non-supersymmetric minimum. Hence,
it does not shift the existing minima but its only effect on the old vacuum is a positive contribution
to the mass of the Kähler tachyons. The square of these masses can become positive while the other
moduli masses are unaffected. We note that this mass uplift mechanism does not work for complex
structure moduli, simply because they do not enter in the D7-brane D-term.
3.3 De Sitter Uplift
Stable AdS vacua need to be uplifted to de Sitter to provide a realistic framework for inflation.
In the following, we consider two methods to add a positive contribution to the potential. The
first one is by adding an D3-brane while the second approach is by adding the D-term potential
(2.16). As shown explicitly in [44], both methods are successful in generating Minkowski or de
Sitter flux-scaling vacua. We discuss them in turn.
• D3-branes
Following the usual uplift procedure, one could take an existing AdS minimum and add an
D3-brane at a warped throat to uplift the initial flux-scaling minimum to de Sitter. For our
models, this procedure turned out to fail. The vacua are destabilized before the cosmological
constant changes sign. Hence a continuous uplift does not work. Instead one can look for
new flux-scaling minima of the full potential where the D3 brane is included a priori. To this
end, we add to the F-term potential the positive semi-definite uplift term
Vup =
A
V
4
3
M4Pl
4pi
, (3.8)
with A a positive constant depending on the warp factor in the throat. Then we try to solve
the conditions ∂IV = 0 and V = 0 in terms of the moduli VEVs and the parameter A. If a
Minkowski minimum exists, then choosing a slightly larger value for the parameter A leads
to a dS vacuum.
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• Non-geometric D-term
As we discussed, for orientifold projections with non-zero h2,1+ , the dimensional reduction
of the R-R C(4)-form leads to abelian gauge fields in four-dimensions. These do feature
a positive semi-definite D-term potential VD that only depends on the saxions. Taking the
constraints from the Bianchi identities into account, one can now also search directly for
new flux-scaling Minkowski/dS minima.
4. Inflation
As explained in the introduction, our initial motivation for investigating the non-geometric
superpotential was to realize high-scale single-field F-term axion monodromy inflation. In this
type of inflation a single axion becomes the inflaton, while the other moduli do not participate
in inflation and should therefore be heavier than the Hubble scale. Our goal is to gain control
over this hierarchy in a concrete framework of string moduli stabilization. First, we present a
simple, analytically solvable model featuring parametric control over an axion mass via a two-step
procedure. Second, for this set-up we study inflation. For different choices of a flux parameter, this
leads to linear, quadratic or Starobinski-like inflation.
4.1 Realizing a single light axion
Let us try to obtain a parametrically controlled – but not accidental – hierarchy between one
axion and the other moduli. We will follow the ansatz of [28] which works in two steps. The first
step is to turn on a superpotential λW0 to stabilize all moduli except an axion which we identify
as the inflaton. The vacuum of our choice is then perturbed by a small correction fax∆W which
stabilizes the remaining axion. The full superpotential is given by
W = λW0+ fax∆W . (4.1)
A hierarchy between the inflaton mass Mθ and the remaining moduli masses is now obtained by
choosing λ  fax. As long as one restricts the flux to obey Dirac’s quantization condition, they
are integers and one can only get λ  | fax| by choosing λ large. Since the moduli masses scale
like Mmod ∼ λ while the KK and the string scale are independent of λ , it is hard (presumably even
impossible) to keep the hierarchy MKK > Mmod. Recall that there was only a difference of O(10)
between the moduli masses and the KK scale. Scaling the moduli masses up to separate them from
the inflaton mass necessarily leads to a conflict.
As observed in [28], the polynomial corrections to the complex structure prepotential (2.8) can
be absorbed in a redefinition of the fluxes. Indeed, when evaluating the superpotential (2.13), the
corrections ai j and bi can be incorporated into shifts in the fluxes. For instance, for the H-fluxes
this means
h0 = h0−bi h˜i , hi = hi−ai j h˜ j−bi h˜0 , (4.2)
with i ∈ {1, . . . ,h2,1− } and analogously for the other fluxes. Recall that the purely imaginary contri-
bution iγ corresponds to α ′-corrections to the Kähler potential for the Kähler moduli in a mirror-
dual setting. In the large complex-structure regime we are employing here, these corrections can be
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Figure 2: The potential Vback(θ) in units of M4Pl/(4pi) for fluxes h = 1, q = 1, f˜= 10 and λ = 10. One can
see the different regions of inflation, quadratic, linear and plateau inflation.
neglected. Similarly, in this regime also the non-perturbative corrections Finst. are negligible. Since
on a genuine CY the coefficients, ai j and bi, are fixed rational numbers, the effective fluxes are not
necessarily integers. It was shown in [44], that this relaxation provides more freedom for finding
models realizing the hierarchy (1.1) already for moderate values of λ . These models need fluxes
with values smaller than one.
4.2 A toy model of inflation
As described in the previous section 4.1, there exists a way to construct models in which an
axion is the lightest mode, though at the expense of allowing rational values of the fluxes smaller
than one. Following [43], let us now consider a simple toy model of inflation that, as far as we can
see, captures already many of the qualitative features that will show up in more elaborate models.
For this purpose we just take the simple toy model of section 3.1 with the saxionic moduli s,
τ and the axion θ = hc+qρ , which will serve as the inflaton. By placing (by hand) a parameter λ
into the potential
V ∼ λ 2
[
(hs− f˜)2
sτ3
− 6hqs+2qf˜
sτ2
− 5q
2
3sτ
]
+
θ 2
sτ3
, (4.3)
we obtain a controllable hierarchy between the inflaton θ and the other moduli s and τ , manifest in
Ms,τ/Mθ ∼ λ . We now consider a slowly rolling inflaton with the other moduli s, τ adiabatically
adjusting. Solving the conditions ∂sV = ∂τV = 0 for non-vanishing θ gives
τ0(θ) =
3
20q
(
4 f˜+
√
10
( θ
λ
)2
+16 f˜2
)
, s0(θ) =
1
4h
√
10
( θ
λ
)2
+16 f˜2 . (4.4)
Plugging these values back into the potential and assuming for simplicity a constant uplifting to
Minkowski gives the so-called backreacted effective inflation potential for θ [65]
Vback(θ) =
25λ 2hq3
108 f˜2
5
( θ
λ
)2−4 f˜(4 f˜−√10( θλ )2+16 f˜2)(
4 f˜+
√
10
( θ
λ
)2
+16 f˜2
)2 , (4.5)
which is depicted in figure 2. We notice that the inflaton potential changes from a convex behavior
near zero to a concave one for θ/λ  f˜. As a consequence, for a large hierarchy with λ = 60
it turns out that enough e-foldings are collected in the quadratic looking region close to θ = 0.
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The trajectory (4.4) is a good approximation as only the inflaton is below the Hubble scale. The
quadratic term dominates giving a tensor-to-scalar ratio of around r ∼ 0.133.
When looking at a smaller hierarchy with around λ = 10 the backreaction becomes substantial
and most of the e-foldings are collected at the linear part of the potential. The tensor-to-scalar ratio
is therefore expected to drop down to r∼ 0.08 as in linear inflation. Still the other moduli are above
the Hubble scale but the mass gap is so low that one might get corrections from a full multifield
analysis that could also correct the trajectory (4.4).
Finally we consider the case λ = 1 when there is no mass hierarchy at all. Now all moduli have
to be taken into account, as all their masses are around or lower than the Hubble scale. By solving
the equations of motion numerically for the field trajectories, we see that indeed all moduli s, τ and
θ take part in inflation. Inflation occurs at a plateau resulting in a tensor-to-scalar ratio of around
r ∼ 0.0015, a typical value for a plateau potential. A more detailed analysis would necessarily
require a multi-field treatment.
5. Conclusions
In this proceedings article we have reviewed some recent developments in the field of string
moduli stabilization and its application to string cosmology. This work was motivated by, but is
not necessarily restricted to, providing a treatable framework for realizing single field F-term axion
monodromy inflation in string theory.
The conceptual framework is that of DFT compactified on orientifolded Calabi-Yau three-
folds equipped with additional geometric and non-geometric fluxes, leading to precisely the scalar
potential of orientifolded N = 2 GSUGRA. We mentioned that, since the backreaction of these
fluxes is of order O(1), we cannot argue via a dilute flux limit that the vacua found in this four-
dimensional approach do truly lift up to solutions of the ten-dimensional string or DFT equations
of motion.
The salient new feature of our approach is that all closed string moduli are stabilized at tree-
level by non-geometric fluxes. Moreover, in this scheme of moduli stabilization we have managed
to identify a special class of non-supersymmetric scaling type minima, that allow parametric control
over the relevant mass scales. Many questions relevant for string phenomenology, such as soft
supersymmetry breaking terms or a possible uplift to Minkowski/dS vacua, were discussed, though
the main motivation comes from the application to inflationary cosmology.
For a toy model of axion inflation, we showed that the inflationary trajectory interpolates
between quadratic, linear and plateau-like inflation.
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